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(LUNGS, Summary of the 24 Commandments are on Webpage, If any war is started 

Power Plasma generator will be released worldwide, the soul of the man is the sun and 

so it's the creator of the physicality how can I produce things on my own when I always 

relied on the intermediary of the sun to feed me, In deep space there is no cycling of 

time by rotation of planet so we don't need to regenerate cells so fast as on Earth, The 

Indian guru who came and developed the ability not to eat for 21 days and Keshe 

explained how he did it, ,,,  Our present science taught us that we need to breath oxygen 

to survive and this is a big fallacy no where does oxygen cells ever cross the lung wall 

into the blood, This means that we have learned in our blood to create a replication in 

the same way as the orange in the water. We bring the energy of the air into our lungs 

and the matching energy in our blood cells, in the liquid of the blood, converts and 

receives the energy it needs from the air we breath, Next time what you need for a 

cancer put in that water you don't need to make Gans' of it (fields will transfer ?), Every 

cell in the blood is destination coordinated to a specific cell in the body and it only feeds 

that one, By feeding the Amino Acid which is partially the soul I can survive,   , New 

research centers will start to creates systems for food and materials needed in space, The 

lung is functions exactly like the stomach and is enough to feed the body so we can get 

rid of the stomach and digestive system, What these commandments are, is do not 

create any filter between the soul of the man and the soul of physicality of the man, 

How and where the liquid in the lungs come from up to 6 liters, The oceans are created 

the same way as the liquid in the lung, Earth is a nursery for the creation of souls to 

become stars in the universe, It's a brick wall and man has to be the giver and to always 

be the btotom brick that the others can be put up higher that in totality it reaches the 

highest to see the top, the beauty of the further distance, The reason we say don't do this 

or give commandments is so that when the soul leaves the body that it is of the higher 

strength that it doesn't become a burden on the other souls for them to elevate it, To 

clean your soul from wrong doings in the past you have to recognize it and don't repeat 

it, We have created one of the worst things on this planet, by killing if somebody kills, 

In the coming months we see the establishment and end of Catholic Church, The whole 

purpose of the teaching is to give pleasure for more to see and enjoy and for more to be 

able to give more, When the Church of England sold their properties they found many 

bodies of children during excavation so the Church passed a law so that only they could 

demolish it to hide their own crimes between the priests and nuns the same will happen 

with the Catholic Churches, John Paul created more crime then Hitler, he didn't touch 

the children the fresh soul, but he knew and he allowed it to happen, the same with the 

present Pope,   ,When look at your aura and you see all sorts of colors, these colors are 

not coming out of your body but from the interaction of fields from the objects around 

you, the chair wants this field and the bed that one and the frig wants something else,    ,  

) 

 

(:10). There is a new webpage for the new year. Stanley shows. "We are here to serve, 

not to be served." ...   (:20). The 24 Commandments on the webpage from the 204th 

Workshop, with the excerpts from Mr. Keshe teaching.   ...  

(:26).   (:28). The Power Plasma Generator is being development by 3 different 

groups. We are on alert for the starting of any wars which would cause us to 

release them and you would become energy self-sufficient and with it comes a lot of 

other things, understanding, 46   ..Ghana is our space station in Africa and huge amount 

of money getting invested there to reach this. ... 



(:28). This is important as we convert governments to one government that collectively 

we see and understand the change. The PPG (Plasma Power Generators) have been 

given to 3 different groups to develop in different ways and understand the process. We 

are on a standby in the case of any incident that can trigger a war due to fuel, 

energy or political, if this happens the 3 groups will release the PPG automatically, 

which means you become energy self-sufficient and with it comes a lot of other things, 

acceptance and understand through the work of the soul. Now that we understand that 

the STM is the sun and so it's the creator of the physicality of the body of the man. 

This is the part in which many people have problem with. How can I produce 

things on my own when I always relied on the intermediary of the sun to feed me, 

when in fact the sun is the center of the energy for the strength of the life on earth 

and the Solar System, but the STM has the power of totality, the whole 

understanding. One of the biggest things was understanding the Commandments, I 

released the balance of the Commandments that were given to Moses that he didn't 

release. Those who are religious will fight this and discuss why and how as it suits 

them. It puts straight away the religious leaders in one question mark, thy shall not lie. 

(:30). And the second one, there is only One Creator, when these 2 if and when they 

are accepted by the religious groups, of different paths, of political and economical, 

then we understand that there is no need for the financial monetary system that we 

have created or places of worship because the temple of man becomes the STM, 

then we don't need to go somewhere to ask, lie, or beg or whatever we have done 

for the past centuries and thousands of years, to get energy, that actually comes 

from our own soul, and then we give the credit to somebody else. When man 

releases the power of his own soul then he will have evolved, the point of evolution 

comes when we understand that we believed in the sun to give us the light, energy, 

food, but we never stood still to understand that the sun is the STM. We need a 

constant reminder, what does this light do, where does it convert to, become. Most of us 

have relied on 1 or 2 things, going to the shop, cultivating, or somehow getting the 

physical need energies. Rick put up this picture and explain what you see. When I saw 

it the first time it's amazing how much it brings home.  (:32). Comment on what 

you think this picture is. The rush of food before a disaster, scarcity of food do to 

break down of structure, I remember this from Yugoslavia.  (:34). This picture was 

taken in Germany with all non-German products taken off the shelf to show the 

Germans how dependent they have become dependent on other nations for their food. 

What I want to show is that this is the state of One Nation, if we call ourselves nations 

this is the situation. ... This is how we have become One Nation, relying on each 

other as a nation ... this was to explain why they are fighting in Germany with the 

racism and the rest ... we all need each other.  ... this is what we are striving for as KF, 

when all these shelves are filled in there will be no mention of what nation it comes 

from. Another brother or sister or position on this planet, that they care for us that we 

can have the luxury to live. When these shelves are filled everywhere then we have 

achieved the target of being equal.  (:37).   this will be what we would like to create 

from our soul that we can take the pleasure. When we learn that we can convert the 

energy from our soul to the energy of our life, then we'll see the reality. We can 

produce everything through the conversion of the energy of our soul. Then we can 

develop a condition that in the space all these shelves don't exist, are empty. We 

have become habitual to produce what the man needs, now that we open the space 

of the U in an open way, and manner to the other races, would they bring their foods 

and put them on these shelves. I have said that the travelers of the space on Earth can 

openly purchase what they enjoy, or have they developed to a position that they 



understand the position of the essence of the soul and they don't need to bring 

anything.  (:39). ...  

Would we learn how through instruction of strength we need to taste the food from 

another planet, another position in the U. In 2018 we start looking at the realties 

that are to come. One of the things that concerns all of us from the second we open our 

eyes to the second we close them, and the thoughts of the next day when we open our 

eyes what we have to do .. is one thing.  (:40). It is liquid or water and food. Would we 

have access to water to drink and would there be a food that I can eat to guarantee my 

survival until the next night. In the space there is no night and day, so it becomes 

what do I need for the next time, months or years that it can feed me. Would the 

cycle of the regeneration of the cell of the man in the space, if he decides to carry 

his present physicality change? At the moment we change the cell of our skin every 28 

days or so, same with the blood cells, and other cells in the body change, because there 

is so much need for energy to give and take. In the depth of space when we don't have 

such a huge interaction of the fields, the way we have established on this planet, would 

the cells of the skin change every 200 years, or every 10 days because of the initial 

energies that come into it. It is part of the evolution. Our body has tuned itself to 

every 28 days because it fits into the cycle of the moon and the sun and everything 

else that we have created, because each day of the moon's cycle with the earth 

creates different absorption rates of the fields from the sun and from the moon and 

earth. This is one thing we never understood and we have to, because the 

environmental conditions dictates how we receive and we have cycled ourselves 

into it, we do it so naturally that we don't even think about it. We receive different 

energy on a full moon  (:42). then when the moon disappears for a couple of days. We 

need that because it gives us a spectrum of the energies which we need to conserve to 

do (we need to absorb). In deep space when there is no such revolution and 

evolution of time in respect to rotation of the earth, moon and sun, then it becomes 

constant. Therefore there is no need for regeneration of the cells so fast and so 

much. The life of the man will run into thousands of years like every other being in 

the U. The secret of the Ofuntain of Youth or life is the combination of understanding 

the totality of life. Would we take into space to live a longer life or would we stay on 

this planet and use the food on these shelves to limit our lives. This is what 

mankind has to open his eyes to in 2018. As we develop and bring resources then we 

have to understand how do we use them or do we use one source which is the STM to 

feed it. If you remember some 3 or 4 years ago we had a visit by an Indian Guru, in one 

of the presentations we see his picture.  (:44). This Guru gained prominence with his 

cult and his elevation was based on how many days he didn't eat, which was 21 

days. Every time he could do this his mastership and elevation in respect to his 

followers increased because nobody can live for 21 days without eating, drinking we 

could do but without eating only a few days. This gave him position and elevation that 

he could do things. In his meeting with me I explained in detail what he does and it's 

not very clever and yet he gains elevation, because he has learned a physical trick 

in the dimension of the man. In fact any one of us can do this, survive without food 

on earth and beyond. Many of you though my teaching has started drinking Gans 

water and substituting the energy of the food with, pulling in of the G field 

strength of the food into the water and drinking it. We are still relying on being a 

"copy cat" job, we copy the field strength of the orange into the water and drink it, 

and the fallacy is that now we don't kill an animal because now we know the 

energy.  (:46). We just copied and stopped eating. Last year during my travels in China 

I have seen many people who stopped eating and just drink the water. They have made 



the Gans water from the materials, so it is going to the shelf and buying the same 

product but now instead of being in a package it's in a water. This is beautiful but we 

can go 1 step, 2 steps, even 3 steps further in our understanding of this evolution. If any 

of you stop eating for 50 to 100 days you would definitely take over his cult, because 

you are more clever then him and you become the new gurus. And if somebody can't eat 

for 1 or 2 years definitely he is god, if we go according to the present understanding in 

his cult system. But we understand the science there is no cult system, we 

understand the technology so there is no need to make anymore churches and gods 

because now we have become the creator and we create the energy we need. We 

create the condition for the energy that we need to absorb. I said to the guru, you should 

have explained to your flock what you are doing, you are deceiving them. He said, you 

have found my secret, I said there is no secret.  (:48). this is what is done all the time for 

those who understand. The process is very simple, all of us do the same thing as the 

guru but we have never realized (known it). It's amazing how much knowledge we 

have but have ignored it or we never understood it and it became an ignorance on our 

part. Very early in the teaching I explained many times that in the present science of 

the body of the man they explained to us that we need to breath O2 to survive. I 

have said that this is such a huge fallacy. No where in our lungs do any of us every 

allow a single cell of O2 to go across our lung into our blood. This means that we 

have learned in our blood to create a replication in the same way as the orange and 

the water. We bring the energy of the air into our lungs and the matching energy 

in our blood cells, in the liquid of the blood, converts and receives the energy it 

needs from the air we breath. This is one point that the world of medicine and biology 

have never understood. Now we have the knowledge and understand more.  (:50). In 

your systems you have created a condition where you put an orange above the 

water in the condition of a plasma, and the energy of the orange is transferred into 

the liquid (water), and now it carries the energy which you can drink from and take 

what you like, in a way it's a third hand process conversion. The same thing happens 

in our lung, the energy from the air coming into our lung with the liquid that is 

present in the lung, it becomes that water because it's all in a MG field strength 

environment (of our ? body). Then as the blood passes, the same as, the lung in holding 

and converting energy. What you do is to take a cup and drink it or put it on a patch and 

next to your skin and it evolves to become, as you have understood the conversion of 

energy and it always gives to the weaker. You have a floating dynamic body, which is 

the blood and you have a stationary pain pad, which is a food pad, you call the 

lung. So never does O2 cross the lung wall. Now we understand the science of the 

food, the conversion of the fields into the water and then drinking the water  (:52).  or 

making a patch from the water and putting it on our skin to get rid of our pain, which 

never of you ever done before. When you made that orange and drank it and tasted the 

orange, next time what you need for a cancer put in that water, you don't need to 

make Gans' of it. This is how you have become copy cats, extend the knowledge, then 

you'll understand. This is the process that in that condition we only transfer energy 

from our lung, and from the air we breath, and because of the weaker strength in 

the liquid blood the energy is transferred across, no O2 has ever left the lung and 

enter into the blood to oxygenate it as it has been said. The brightness in the color of 

the blood as we see it, is just because it receives more energy it becomes of a higher 

order, so it becomes bright, but there is a limit in what it can carry and that limit is what 

it carries for a given cell. Every blood cell is destination coordinated, it finds its way 

like a mtoorway, it goes only to Rome and not to Brussels or Beijing. The lung ?? is 

GPS connected to a specific cell in a specific position in the body. Every cell of the 



blood is specific to one cell where it feeds and no others. In time man will understand 

and when we do, when the blood cell gets to its destination,  (:54). it does the same 

thing, it transfers its energy for it. It's just like one caging system for one office, 1 cell 

?? for 1 cell of the blood with the transportation. In that process because it carries the 

energy, it also carries the information that it needs for the interaction between 

itself and the cell, and it has a few micro-seconds to pass and transfer energy in the 

blood system, it already predestines what I am short of to receive from the lung. So 

in a way the cell of the tip of the toe tells to its corresponding blood cell in the 

blood that when you go to the storage this is what I need from the pad of the lung and 

for you to bring it for me.. In this process I can feed the AA with that cell, The AA is 

partially the soul of myself and by feeding it I can survive Now we understand the 

biology of the man in a totally different way and in a correct way for the first time. 

What we breath and how we breath, we dictate different energies. The air we 

breath in ?? in position where we are in, as an altitude from the center of the earth, 

even a few hundred meters difference, which is a meager distance from the center of the 

core, dictates a different physical condition, different absorption because of the 

condition of the environment of the fields of the planet, the sun, what the body and what 

the cell at the toe has decided to be, to be working in balance. For the first time we 

understand that when the STM creates the physicality of the man,  (:56). which 

becomes a cell on the tip of the toe, it's actually with that dictates what it needs to 

release, so our soul becomes that orange, by conversion to a liquid, of the presence, 

which doesn't need to be a liquid, it can be a different dimension strength field, 

converts the energy which the cell in the tip of the toe needs. So we understand a 

new dimension, which means how to feed that soul in the tip of the toe with the 

soul from the energy of the STM that the physicality can confirm its existence. 

Back to the guru, I explained his trick, we all now understand that the strength of the 

field we absorb dictates what is given to the body of the man. Even water has energy 

field strength, if you can find a way that the energy transfer in the lung can be of 

the liquid of the water which the body needs, you can create the same O2 and H 

which is in the air you breath to the strength of the liquid of the water which the 

body of the man needs to survive in deep space if you decide to carry the 

physicality of the man. It's for you to test.  (:58). Then it brings another dimension, as 

we know that everything is exactly the same, has an AA base which is a C, H,N,O in 

combination of different field strength, then we decide through our emotion in 

interaction with the field of the soul and what comes in as an energy of the planet, 

through our emotion that I taste banana because that is what I need and what my body is 

craving for and the energy of it. Your E in interaction with the fields of your soul 

and the environment which you bring in to convert, can give you anything you 

need or as we do in our subconscious, we re-create the matter state of E in the 

physical dimension through the interaction of the field of the soul and the 

environment which has to itself a dynamic gravitational system or a dynamic 

combination of gravitational and inertia, where we decide to replicate the field 

strength of the inertia, we give ourselves physical manifestation in that dimension. 

It's so easy. If through our E we decide to give ourselves no manifestation, as it is only 

G and M but of a lower or a very higher inertia we decide not to manifest. So the 

physical manifestation of the man is understanding between the interaction and 

the E of the physicality in interaction with the environment which decides on how, 

where and the way we manifest ourselves  (1:00). in the space. We have to 

understand in the physical body how we are going to convert energy to the need of 

the physicality. Very soon in one of the research centers we will create everything 



that the body needs through our systems. The team will start working as of next 

week. We'll be able to produce any energy that we need. The new space research 

centers for food and materials are established and becomes operational next Monday, 

is set to do this that you can physically see it. These are competent plasma physicists 

and they can do the conversions and have all the support from me to develop it and they 

have already achieved some of it, but now it's integration of the total system. One of the 

points go back to Mr. guru, you understood the conversion of the AA to what you 

changed with the essence of E and you called it orange, now change your 

breathing, understand that your lung is the G point of your body. You decide by 

different rhythm,  (1:02). what you breath in, move slightly the position of your 

breathing and physicality and then control the heartbeat, which is now, as we said, 

the STM is a star, and then the new system which has received all the energy, 

which is a ??mixture of , now the heart of the man as the Earth. You decide if the 

field strength of the heart which absorbs the energy through the pad system from 

the lung, the environment of the existence, if it's going to create AA, banana strength 

in interaction, or as we have seen in the body of the Solar System the interaction of the 

MG field of the sun which is the STM and the MG field of the Earth which is the heart, 

dictates what materials are created in interaction between the fields of the 2 elements, O, 

H ,N so now understand how easily it is, if you can control the speed, rate, the 

absorption of the energy from the environment you don't need to be dependent on 

anything, then you walk through the shelves of these supermarkets with everything to 

you  (1:04). being irrelevant, empty, because I don't need to have a banana which is 

made out of the slave work of the man for peanuts to feed his family for me to 

become the abuser. I don't need to rely on the African to die in starvation, meager 

food, just to have the matter state put in a tin or aluminum ofil or whatever, for me to 

have the pleasure of having it on the shelf. In deep space there are no supermarkets, 

where are you going to shop, except going to the supermarket of the STM and you 

become yourself the supermarket with the shelves ...  This is where we are evolving to, 

in 2018 we enter a new dimension. Now we bring all the teachings together and you 

start understanding more and more. Through the dynamic systems you 

understood the soul, now through the orange and cups in which you drank the 

water, now you understand that the cup is the body of the man and the orange is 

the E of the Man who would like to feel that orange and the source of it is the STM 

which created the orange to start with.  (1:06). You have to use the dimension of the 

physicality in the interaction of the E of the STM with the field of the STM to feed 

the body. It's so easy! Those of you who went through the evolution especially those in 

China, who only drink the water from the Gans' you made, have gained trust and started 

to test it. Start testing and decide the rate of the absorption of the energy from the 

environment by breathing, even this is an intermediary step until we teach you 

more, then you absorb the fields in the blood and bring it to the central G field of 

the heart, then through the E you decide to interact the field of the soul and the 

heart which is the physical part of the body, and create the friction, which gives 

you the taste, feeling, pleasure of the banana. Then do you need to cut a tree, kill an 

animal, or to destroy anything else, except what the environment has freely given to 

you, which it has available, which you call air to become food, then in this process 

you'll find something very interesting , because of the field you absorb in this way 

will create a new  (1:08). atmospheric condition around you because now you 

create without any waste, the body of the man will evolve. The waste system we 

have today becomes irrelevant because now the body doesn't need to discharge any 

waste because it releases (what it doesn't need) back as fields to its environment, there 



goes our digestive system. Back in the medical teaching with Eliya, we clearly made 

this when we discussed intestines, stomach and the rest of it. Webmasters please release 

the sections of these which my part covered (not Eliya) where it was done as 

physicality, because it's important. Now I explain again that part again about where you 

breath and it becomes like a Pad in your lung, that it feeds the blood vessels. It's 

happens the same way with the food in your stomach. No single atom of banana 

ever crosses the intestine in your lymph, but it does it the same way as in your lung, 

but understand that even the banana was created out of the AA of the interaction of the 

field of the Earth and the Sun. Now that you understand do you need the digestive 

system?  (1:10). Now that your lung can feed your body not only with the emotional 

part field strength which is the combination of the AA, but the physical strength 

material which the body needs then you become independent of the position in the 

space anywhere in the U. Once the world of science and many of you have done, you 

drank the water with the orange in it and when it went into the stomach it gave the 

E feeling of the orange but there was no orange cell in it, except an energy pack 

which is at the strength of what we call orange. Then it transfers to the lymph which 

is the physical liquid, not the emotional and soul liquid, that it transfers it to the point in 

the body where it's needed. So there is no difference between the lung and the 

stomach, one has the pad for the gaseous dimension and the other the pad for the 

matter condition, but now that learned about the field interaction in the lung, it's 

enough to create and absorb all the energies, do we need the stomach. Or gradually as 

we don't our body converts itself to a disposal system as a kidney or a storage. Would 

our liver shrink to nothingness, or very small, just in case there would be a need 

for the storage of energy. Would we loose our kidneys, large and small intestine, 

the answer is yes.  (1:12). As I said to some children as a joke, there are no public 

toilets in the space and we don't see what we see now with the astronauts putting all 

their wastes in a bag and throw it in the deep space that it hits somebody else and 

not me, if by accident it comes back and hits their spaceship or the Spacelab they'll 

be in a big problem, they'll be the cause of their own demise with their own 

excrement. That's how simple it is. As we don't have churches we don't have toilets 

either in the space, because they are both the same, they are all a waste of time for 

the waste that doesn't need to exist. This is the clarity of understanding the totality, I 

am the Creator, I am the point of existence of my own. This is why I have released 

the rest of the Commandments as I gave them to Moses, now you are all Moses'. 

you have to understand and evolve yourself. None of you will become the priests, 

or Moses, because now you understand the totality. What these instructions or 

commandments are, is do not create any filter between the STM and the soul of 

physicality of the man. Read the Commandments and understand the teachings of 

this morning and you have found partially the path to the UC. Understand the 

totality and the reason we are here and why we are born,  (1:14). I can live on this 

planet for thousands of years, but I have chosen the physicality of the body of the 

man, with all its pitfalls and all its joys, to transfer the knowledge that this time 

there is no mistake. Once you sell one item, you become a salesman. There is no 

salesman here. This way we give you the knowledge that you decide that, I don't need 

to pay for someone to kill for me to enjoy, as the creator of the energy, me, what I 

call the Adam, in the interaction of my physicality, with the soul of my physicality, 

which is the Eve, I decide the creation, confirmation of my own existence in 

different spans of the U and in different conditions and positions. What you have to 

learn from today's teaching, which is the next step for us to understand the entering 

of the energies of the U within our body is under our control we decide where and 



how we like to be presented to manifest ourselves, or to feel to be. Start practicing. 

Change the rhythm of your breathing, a slight position of your arm to the left, or 

your leg to the right that it changes the position of the absorption of the mtoion of 

the fields in your lung,  (1:16). decides the mtoion of your arm, is the energy of a 

banana, the mtoion of the leg is the energy of the olive. Create a slight movement and 

get the feeling of the emotion of what you might receive. If I sit and slow my heart 

down and I put one of my fingers up and move my lung slightly forward, I get the 

feel and taste of an orange. It goes back to one thing, the energy I absorb from the 

environment as the lung and heart are the G point, I have to feed into the STM 

that it understands the condition of physicality that the soul of the physicality can 

exist. it's not that the soul uses the environment to absorb of the matter state, it receives 

the energy of the universal G field force, the physicality is conditioned to the inertia 

which is a matter state and in every position in the U there is always a matter field 

strength according to the condition and the position of the fields in that area of it, even 

when you look into deep space and you see nothing there is still matter state according 

to the strength of its position, otherwise you would not shine that you can see it in 

interaction with the field of the U, translucency of the depth when we look into the U 

through the eye of the man is because there is a matter state strength in that position that 

it manifests itself but allows the light,  (1:18). according to its strength of the field of the 

eye to be absorbed and to be observed. Do we need these supermarkets or does the E of 

the satisfaction in the strength of the STM with the MG field of the matter state, 

what we call the Inertia, gives the lucid feel to the pleasure of the taste, of the look, 

of the belief we have. The reality is simple, we have to start learning a new way to feed 

ourselves, then this brings a new dimension, and that is that when we achieve this 

would we look at the oranges when we don't have the digestive system and just 

enjoy the beauty of the fields that they want to give us, without us ever eating 

them, even though the orange will fall of the tree and decompose and become 

something else. Or would the physical dimension of the energy to become an 

orange, as the orange tree sees that there is no need for anyone to take it will 

change itself to the field without the fruit that we can absorb from the tree, don't 

forget the vertical people are much more advanced then the man. Then we 

understand that we'll change the condition of the whole planet. These are not theories.  

(1:20). In time man will see. In time the space travelers who are here as visitors, this 

is what they do, they don't eat from this planet, they don't take and kill an animal 

to receive. If the animals at the strength give their fields that they need, they'll receive 

what the animal gives that now it has become the earth and the STM, the sun and the 

interaction fields is what their body needs without ever touching a single animal. Then 

we understand that the monetary system that has been created to control man 

through his food and his need becomes irrelevant. Nobody can control what you 

breath nor charge you. In 2018 we'll see a lot of changes because many of you will start. 

this year we'll open to the public and be one of the main forces in teaching the man 

how to become a peaceful man, through understanding and teaching how we can 

survive and that we can create a condition that we'll not feel cold, or hto, but we'll 

decide what temperature we want according to the fields which we create within the 

boundary of the man, from the energy that we release from what we need that it gives us 

the temperature we need. The very big question is,  (1:22). now that we have become 

wise in understanding this process, I wonder how many of you can tell your partner, 

when you say I love you with the mouth, the words with a sound, and your E 

confirms through the souls interaction of yours with theirs. Thy shall not lie, it's not 

the word of it, now we have the interaction of the STM. When I tell you I love you it's 



very easy because my soul carries the dimension of the strength for that and you 

carry the same and the beauty of it is the love has the same strength across the U. 

It's the only common denominator in the UC, which means I am giving, you take 

what you like, I am a lover. Then you fall in love with the soul of yourself, that means I 

can't lie to myself and you become a clear transparent soul, which is the ultimate goal of 

all these teachings for man to join the UC. Now you may understand the 24th 

Commandment.  (1:24). The equality of the soul of all created things across the U 

and it goes back to another Commandment that there shall be no leadership or kingship 

as all the souls see each other as equal in giving. The competition is who can give 

more that more can elevate through the condition of giving. In English we say all 

men are equal, but in the universal language we say all souls are equal, and there is 

no hierarchy, and the minute we achieve this we don't judge, steal, lie. In so many 

ways you can't tell another soul I love you when our soul is not at the strength that 

it shows itself. This is why most of the stars in the U shine the same color because 

they are of the same strength, it doesn't matter about their size unless their matter state 

Inertia interacts in the field of the ?? language. You made the Cups, oranges, etc, and as 

Alek can tell you as a member of the EC, and one of the leading scientists of the KF, 

you could taste the banana, orange, and drunkenness from the same cup, according to 

the E of the time of the need.  (1:26). This is why he is one of the members of the EC, 

he understands the strength of the soul in the dimension of the physicality, he was 

one of the first ones to open the door, you were all blind to it. You copied it but you 

never understood. It's time in 2018 to move into the new dimension. Once you learn to 

be done with even drinking liquid, now we understand that you create the liquid 

within your own body yourself, then you understand that you are the creator of the 

physicality as you decide. In one of my medical papers I explained something very 

interesting, I never understood, maybe now you can understand. The doctors and the 

medical people of today cannot explain, and they just pass by it, and nobody has 

the knowledge nor has anybody asked about it, is that they empty the lungs of 6 

liters or 4 liters of liquid, ask them from where does this liquid come. (they say) oh 

the body has produced it. But the patient has taken no liquid or hardly any, not enough 

to produce 6 liters in the lung.  (1:28). This is a natural phenomena, it's because they 

don't understand it. Now from the teaching of today you can understand when the E is 

not befitting, the interaction of the soul of physicality with the STM, it doesn't take 

from the pad of the lung into the river of the life of the soul, which is the blood, 

what it needs, you create a dam or a reservoir of energy fields that are equal to the 

fields of the lymph of the body which it has no need for, then the interaction of the 

H and O field strength enters the lung and starts creating its physical dimension in 

the Gans level, which is the liquid. So in fact as I have explained to the doctors, that if 

you change the E of the man, or the physical conditions of the posture of the lung, 

or if you allow different rates of breathing, all the liquid will disappear from the 

lung. The liquid in the lung is created by the interaction of the air we breath, it doesn't 

come from the inner physical body and get stored in the lung. Now you understand 

how we die of pneumonia or the lungs being flooded with liquid,  (1:30). because 

it's our E, it's the fields that we have absorbed and have not converted it to the 

usage we needed, but through the construction and restriction which we have 

created emotionally, we convert the oceans of the planet, which are created the 

same way, in our own lung. How do you think the water came to appear, the physical 

MG fields of the center of the earth, in interaction with the Inertia of the body of 

the earth has dictated the absorption and creation of the liquid that we call water. 

Now we understand the MG field of the heart which carries the E of the man in 



respect to the central G field force itself and the earth has created the same ocean 

in the lung. There is nothing which comes from the physicality of the inner structure of 

the body. You decide in breathing what type of water, liquid you produce in your lung, 

then the pad absorbs that energy that it transfers through the blood into the STM and the 

dimension of physicality. There is no difference between the creation of what we call 

the oceans and the liquid in the lung, but we have become expert in it and do it faster 

and that's why when we go in the lungs we'll see liquid, that gel like thing we call liquid 

of the lung.  (1:32). This is important for you to understand, then as we see how 

energy is transferred from the body into the lymph, then you'll understand how 

the energy is transferred from the orange into the physicality of the existence of 

the man, this is what we are, how we are created and how we can create and 

manifest ourselves in the dimension of physicality anywhere in the U. Now you 

understand why when our soul is released when the physicality has nothing to 

contribute or to hold on to it. And now the STM becomes free and can take its 

position in any dimension in the U, and because of its accumulation he can become 

a star, a beginning, the creator of life. If your soul in its interaction with inertial MG 

field of this planet lead to creation of your physicality and the dimension strength of this 

planet, so it can do it anywhere in the U now that it is free. Now you understand why in 

one of my teachings I said that Earth is the nursery of the stars of the stars of the 

universe. We need a nursery to create a soul that it becomes the seed for the 

creation of the absorption of correct elements in the U. This is why you see billions 

and trillions and beyond the imagination of the man, stars  (1:34). in the U. Where do 

you think it comes from. The STM is sacrosanct and the sooner the man 

understands the sooner man will enter the dimension of the universal condition. You 

remember that the Sun in interaction with the field of itself, creates the essence of 

the creation of MG field of the Earth and that has lead to the creation of life on 

this planet and life of the STM in a finer strength, and now when this planet's 

strength gathers together and becomes a STM and establishes its physicality, so the 

same can be done anywhere in the U. This is why when the time of the physical 

dimension finishes the STM takes a new position, because now it's free, it has 

matured for itself to become part of the totality. The beauty with this is that we do 

not understand and now we have to understand.  (1:36). We have to evolve to the next 

level, we have no choice, now we understand the purpose of our creation. A single 

speck of dust on its own doesn't make a planet, there has to be a collection of these 

that it leads to creation of a seed for a planet, so is the STM. This is what we have to 

understand and this is part of the further development in understanding of the totality. 

the sooner we go through these processes the sooner we'll decide if we would like to 

live the life of the man of the universe, because it is us who creates ourselves 

according to the condition of the energy of the environment in which we feel happy 

to manifest ourselves. This is what is for us to confirm our own existence.  (1:38). This 

is what has been denied to us, and what we have to evolve into, to comprehend, 

what changes the teaching from now on, because it's not teaching anymore but 

understanding the operation of ones self. We'll still carry on with making the cores 

and medical and food systems, but those of you who have gone through the 

evolution of comprehension of the totality will suffer a lot because it's a dimension, 

a transition, and you see the physical side and now you have to live with the 

dimension of ??(non)physicality, in the dimension which you want to manifest 

yourself in. It will be a process of conversion, of us understanding the totality of 

ourselves, all the teachings we have done up to now with the different parts of the 

educational and experimental come together. This is the graduation time. Many world 



leaders will rise against the KF  (1:40). because they see their position in danger, 

because now they have no position to control. Food, water, financial forces have 

been used as a point of control, fallacies in the name of religions, different type of 

sects but all same have been used to enslave the STM. Now the only person who 

decides that his soul is going to be enslaved to others is me myself. Thy shall not 

rape, means you can't rape, steal from your own soul, it's not for the others. You 

can't deny your own existence to confirm another to be better then you. You confirm 

your existence as the soul of a lover to give, that the others through your own 

process elevate themselves to elevate the others. It's a brick wall and man has to be 

the giver and to always be the btotom brick that the others can be put up higher 

that in totality it reaches the highest to see the top, the beauty of the further 

distance. The understanding of the totality is the essence of all these teachings, and 

not creating another dimension of mysteries  (1:42). and magic. Listen to these 

teachings of today, this is the process for you to start to become independent of the 

Earth planet, and any position in the universe, because what do you do in another 

position when there is no need for the lung, but still the transfer of the energy of the 

environment is needed for the survival of the man, or for the confirmation of the 

existence of the STM. The teachings from now on are very much targeted to the 

understanding of the man and how to survive in the space. As we walk, and teach we 

understand more, and the more we understand the more we teach.   

Any questions. Q: When the man dies can the soul take any position in the U or is 

there a judge who decides the new position, or is there a Hell or Heaven or does the 

Creator decide?  (1:44). I think you better read the 24 Commandments, you'll get your 

answer. There is no one to judge and no heaven or hell, because if you haven't done 

wrong there should be no fear of hell. On the other hand the position of the soul is 

created by the MG field strength which is created by the soul during the time of his 

existence. Go back to where Rick showed the magnets on the table, each soul in 

freedom from his physicality will find its position, in balance and where it can be in the 

U, it's not predetermined. This is why we say, thou shall not commit any crimes that in 

doing wrong you use a lot of energy, or fields of your strength to cover it, to do it 

and the rest. Then you have less to give and are positioned as a soul in the fields 

that are less, which means you become a burden to the other soul to give to you to 

elevate you to reach their level. The reason we say don't do this or that, or give 

commandments, so that when the soul leaves the body that it is of the higher strength 

that it doesn't become a burden on the other souls for them to elevate it.  (1:46). As it, 

itself becomes the feeder to elevate the others. You don't (want to) become a burden, 

you (want to) become a source. The hell is to be a burden, if that is your ?? intent or 

orientation, when you understand my teaching it will come to the point that man will do 

nothing but giving, because he'll have pride in the light, the more it can shine the 

deeper you can go, and you can reach more (souls). It's not to light up more, but to 

give more, in a deeper and higher strength. This is the fear they put into you, by 

creation of heaven and hell, because heaven is the ?? when you need you become a 

burden to receive the things you did wrong, and you took from the others in the physical 

dimension, MG fields of the soul of the physicality, that you have to compensate. 

Would you like to carry someone on your back like a backpack and to feed them, 

or would like them to walk next to you that he walks the same as you and they feed 

you and you them. There is a lot to learn, go through the release of the new 

commandments put them in the context of understanding all the 24 and you'll find 

the path. Listen to the first 33 Medical Teachings that were done, there is a lot 

there in the understanding of the transformation of energy with the emotions   



(1:48). of the physicality of the different organs of the body. Understand it and 

bring it forward to the present understanding and you'll see how we can live 

independent of any physical dimension. My enemies are many, but the fear of my 

existence, puts the fear of life into them, because of what they might steal that they 

can't complete their cycle. My biggest enemy is me and not anyone else, because I 

don't want to understand the true process of existence, so I rape, steal, I do everything 

else to my own soul and nobody else's, then I tell other people to judge me where I have 

to be the judge of my own conduct that if I don't do wrong I don't need to be in front of 

a judge to be judged. If you don't do any crime, cross a red light, hit a man or rob a 

bank, then you don't need to appear in front of a judge do you? When you don't rob a 

bank because it means stealing from the others, cross a red light because it means you 

put other peoples life in danger,  (1:50). and you watch your own conduct then there is 

no need for a court and a judge, because you have judged your own conduct. Q: Is 

there a way to clean your soul from wrong doings in the past? If you know that you 

have done wrong and you know it and have judged yourself that it is wrong, you 

have already achieved balance, as long as you don't repeat it. This is the key. If you 

say you want to clean up the wrongs of the past, it means you stood still and know what 

you have done wrong. There are 2 ways, to know what you did wrong, and secondly 

what were the consequences to the other souls and your own soul. We always look 

when we did something wrong at peoples reaction, but we don't look that what I 

did wrong has created a condition that my own soul has taken a new position 

which wasn't to be. We call it a punishment, but in fact, it's a new position in which my 

soul is not in conflict. When you are adulterous and sleep with another behind the back 

of your partner, and you know it's wrong, you find every excuse to justify it, then the 

energy of the soul that you were supposed to give to your wife is not there,  (1:52). so 

she moves to a different position, then there is the soul of the person you made the 

adultery with, they move to a different position, and now your soul has taken a new 

position because it's not what it's supposed to be, to be shared equal with the 2 souls that 

you shared it with, and then you find that this position is painful, it's not what I wanted 

it to be and then you blame everything else instead of looking at how you started 

looking to change. If at that point you realize that it is yourself that has been the 

cause of this and you have judged it and found that you are the cause of it, then 

you carry it out the same way, but you might not be able to achieve the satisfaction 

of the both, but at least near to it, by giving more of what it needs to create a new 

position, then you have already judged yourself and achieved that peace, that 

position that you wanted to be in. When you judge yourself you don't need anybody 

else to judge you, unless you don't see the correction that needs to be done. We have 

created one of the worst things on this planet, by killing if somebody kills, this is 

the worst thing and it's against all of the teachings of Christ. Eye for an eye, totoh 

for a totoh, what a rubbish. Those who created these are the ones who are going to 

abuse the man. If I take an eye from you  (1:54). I have to give you an eye. I give you 

enough to see, not for you to take an eye from me. It was put this way by those who 

wanted to abuse and take control of the man. If I take from you, it's not for you to 

take from me, but it's my job to give to you to replaced what I have taken. I become 

your eye, I give you the eye of my soul, then the eye of physicality is not needed. It's 

the elevation of the soul and not the taking of another eye. This is how the whole 

teaching has been misrepresented to suit those who could put man in fear. Then they 

could abuse the man as we have seen. They tell you to come and confess and then 

they know your weakness then they rape you and do everything else to the 

children. Who do these souls confess to, the other abusers or to their own soul. In 



the coming months we see the establishment and end of Catholic Church through 

the ?? That is my promise and it shall be done. No body needs to confess to anybody 

except to his own soul. With it will come the end of fights between all religions.  (1:56). 

We have to understand the totality of what we are here for, not to be judged, and 

not to do what we have done again and again, and we have always found a point to 

justify the same state and then when we suffer we blame everybody else accept 

ourselves who did it, and we found an excuse to do it. Like with adulterous behavior, 

you justify and then you go from one man to another. You did this so I'll do that, you 

stole from the condition and now you have a lower soul. To achieve it you need to get 

energy and you always suffer more because it's not the level that the soul wanted, 

it's the physicality that has pushed the soul into that position. The pain or 

punishment as you call it is that the soul which give unconditionally has found the filter 

of stealing from it and then it does the soul itself to find its position and puts the 

physicality in a position to find the mistakes, if the mistakes are not corrected, it gives 

it another one, so you repeat until you learn. And when you learn and you don't 

put it right, then the soul looses the totality, then you fall into what I call a freefall 

of not being able to receive and give, then you say the relationship has run into 

problems, because when one is not there the soul will not commit itself to anything 

because it knows that the condition is not what was agreed.  (1:58). When you enter a 

relationship you become like 2 suns, a twin system, one takes from the other one 

and the giving has to be equal, What happens when one takes more and gives less, or 

when you give more and take less, or what about when it's in balance. We have to 

become the judge of our own conduct of physicality, and then the soul always shines. 

Have no fear of judgment except yourself judging your own conduct and don't be 

afraid because there are no courts and judgments in the space. I have seen none in 

millions of years. Man has conditioned himself to abuse and those who are clever have 

used it to abuse them. I explained this to a man of the robes, they have created this 

condition of confession, so now the one you confessed to knows your weaknesses and 

can abuse it to his own advantage. This is what the Catholic Church has done, and 

because the mother has confessed to adultery he abuses the children of the mother, 

because if she talks he talks, so he has captured the wife and the children.  (2:00). 

We see this especially in the Catholic Church, the confession of adultery to the 

abuse of children. We have been witness to it for centuries and man doesn't want 

to understand, 99% of the children abused by the Church in the condition of the 

home is when the mother or father has confessed to the weaknesses of the soul and 

then has opened the door for abuse to the children. And the fear of sin, and silence of 

the parents against the abuse of the man on the child. If we open the door of the abuse 

man will be shocked. Any other question. Q: What is the meaning of higher or lower 

strength in the UC, is the soul with the higher strength closer to the center and the 

lower further away? No we are all equally positioned, the higher strength means 

being able to give more and in giving more receives more. I explained this to the EC 

members.  (2:02). They're not being gifted, but are open to have access to higher 

strength of their own soul and when you have a brigther light the deeper you can 

shine, and you can be observed deeper in the depth of space. If you have a candle 

you can light a room with a flood light a whole stadium. That's all it is, do you want to 

be a candle or a flood light, man should be the floodlight and with the 24 

Commandments we make the path for man to become the floodlight. That's the whole 

purpose of the teaching to give pleasure for more to see, enjoy, and more to be able 

to give, more to come together for them to share more. I am a lover of oftoball ...  



where the present way of the religions has made sure that man remains the candle   

(2:04). so that they can abuse, and they can blow it out and play with it as they want. 

 

  Q: Does the soul need to bring the energy of physicality into itself before moving 

off into space? It's not the energy of physicality but the energy of the STM which 

leads to the creation of physicality, look at the higher level and not the lower then you 

get enlightened. How beautifully all the teachings come together, you can understand 

and use your own physicality to absorb energy without taking and killing and then 

you decide how much of this energy from your environment you give to your soul 

that it can give more. You take from the physical dimension field strength and you 

convert it to the energy of the U. The body, heart, breathing and physical 

dimension of the man is conversion of the lower strength matter state into higher 

strength which is the STM, where in the spaceship structure the 3 base reactors are G 

they pull everything in to feed the top (reactor).  (2:06). It's not that the top is weaker, 

it's weaker in taking because it's such a giver in giving. The understanding has to be 

complete, when you are a taker, you're G and you bring everything in, but when you are 

a giver then it means you don't need to take much, you give so much that the others can 

exist through your giving. When we look at the structure of the H in the AA, it's 

such a giver because it doesn't have such a gravitational magnetic field strength in 

the center of it, it has only 1 electron and 1 prootn, and 1 neutron, if it's 

Deuterium, but the others because of the number of the plasmas in their center, 

they're heavy and they need to get fed so in feeding they absorb more, then in that 

process, they have to release and in coordination with each other, the one which is 

not ?? but is weaker in strength of the G, they feed into it, but as a giver it gives. If 

you look the H is a lover. Now we have to understand all the parts of the teaching and 

if we understand it, comprehend  and translate it the correct way, then we have achieved 

what we are here for. it will take time.  

 

Many of you in the coming time will start the process of, feeding your soul, physicality 

feeding and then to see how your physicality can feed your soul and physical body 

through the breathing and the others, that you don't need to kill, be worried where my 

heating bill will came from,  (2:08). because now you can warm yourself through the 

interaction of the emotion, I like to have the feeling of the snow at Christmas because 

there is joy and it means something, it doesn't matter that in South Africa the sun is 

shining and hot. It's us who have to create the conditions of understanding of the 

soul for our physicality, and there was no other way then to go through the 

teachings up to now as we have done, the Gans' the field strength, when I speak 

about the pad of your lung transferring energy to your blood, if I would have taught you 

this 4 years ago you'd have said that this guy is crazy and we don't understand it. But 

now that you have seen it and produced Gans and had enough time to experiment, now 

it's easy. Yes, why didn't we see it before. there is no need for energy to be 

transferred by O2 to go across the lung wall. Now you see how many fallacies we 

accepted because of the lack of knowledge. In a way it is good because now we know 

what has been wrong and what is correct, then no one needs to fast 21 days to become 

your new guru. ... the what is the next trick up his sleeve. (2:10). Q: What is the 

difference between a man like Mandela and Hitler, do their souls have the same 

position? No, I explained this in respect to 2 or 3 parts of the teaching which you 

have to put together. The man who makes the gun, his soul pays as much as the 

man who fires the bullet and kills. The same for the one who creates the conditions 

for the elevation of the STM will receive the same. As I said before, in the process 



whose soul was elevated more, Diana or John Paul II? I don't think that the light of the 

candle of John Paul's soul even flickers. And maybe the light of the candle of the soul of 

Diana is much brigther. John Paul was placed, brought in, and knew about all these 

adulteries and child abuses from day 1 and he kept silent and many children and 

people suffered. He was brought in to create the revolution in the Eastern Block and 

that was the only reason we saw the Polish Pope, and what came with it was the  (2:12). 

opening of the new doors and more abuse. We are aware of another revolution by the 

same people and I promise you that will not happen. Which one was worse Mandela, 

or which one gained more Hitler? That is for you to answer, not me. You 

understand enough to be able to answer it. Read the Commandments as was released 

and revealed to Moses. Those which he carved and those that were carved on his 

soul by interaction of the fields between the soul of the Creator and the STM. We 

need to understand,  (2:14). to comprehend the totality, don't read them on their own 

one at a time, put them together and look at it as the conduct of the STM, then you can 

judge it through the physicality if you want to. We will see many disasters and joyful 

things, and the maturity of the man, this year. In the coming cycle we'll start a new 

approach, a new way to look at life, and once 1 receives the others will elevate to 

receive. I hear from many KF supporters that they have started to experience many 

different things with their soul, their brain and their body, and some of it is joyful 

and some they can't explain, and some of it is experimental for man to start 

learning the nest step, and some of it will be very harsh because we have to correct 

a lot of things of the past. We will see, understand, comprehend the totality when we 

connect all the commandments together, not one at a time. What I said to Moses was 

easy, I transferred the E of the soul and that is all you need to do, but he transferred it 

into the physical tablets, which was not the condition.  (2;16). He was supposed to 

with the light that he received to enligthen the soul of his followers, but instead he 

chose the abuse of the physicality. No tablet was ever carved (by God), he did it to 

abuse. The enligthenment of the soul of Moses is exactly the way you are getting 

enligthened, small pieces by connected, but in his condition it was given to him all 

in one go. If you would have seen him at the time when he received it, he was a 

glowing sun, but then he chose the path of deception and physicality. He couldn't say 

this is what I was told, he had to make something people could see so he carved 

what he wanted to carve and not the totality. If you go down the process to 

Mohammad, he did most of it correctly, even though he made other mistakes on 

top of it. What in part that Moses did not bring, Mohammad tried to bring 

through the enligthenment, both of them saw the same thing. Q: After Moses I 

understand why Jesus came but why did Mohammad come? Because the others did not 

receive the message. Q: Was Mohammad's message more complete then Jesus' or was it 

the same? More or less the same, and a little bit more, he released more. One of the 

things Mohammad  (2:18). released that you see now in these commandments, God 

is one, one creator. This is very different then the 10 Commandments. Q: Is there a 

reason that one is born into a certain religion? No, it is just the way that the soul 

that is created out of the dimension of the physicality of the position of the parents. 

There is no reason why someone is born Buddhist or whatever, you are created one 

and what we are created out of should be equal. When you look, it's a very 

interesting point, most of the KF scientists will come to it .. we have such a system in 

the space but it's not in the way we see it, but I call it a system. We have the night vision 

glasses to see in the dark, there is a vision to see the STM, and then you see different 

strength souls, the flickering souls and the floodlight souls. How much energy that 

flickering candle needs to take from the floodlight to show itself in its existence, a lot. 



We see the souls that way.  (2:20). When the man is created all the souls are the same, 

it's us through our conduct that decides. It's very hard, what happens to the child that is 

just born and dies. How pure is that soul? It had 9 months of pleasure to give and take 

through the soul of the mother and the others. The time of the departure is irrelevant, it's 

the strength of the soul that counts. Why do we pray and bless somebody's soul, we give 

to them more and then they have more to give. Why do we tell our beloved I love you, 

because in the reflection of the receiving it tells you I love you too, and what she 

doesn't need I receive to confirm my existence. Religion is a manmade thing to 

abuse the man. It doesn't matter if you are born in Iran, New York or Mars or planet 

Zeus, all the souls have the same attributes. This is what is in the commandment, 

all souls are equal. ... it is us who have been put in that position, then you understand 

that there is no religion. Religion is one, believe in the same oneness and believe in 

the Creator which is the STM.  (2:22). This is very hard for those who abuse. The 

biggest opposition that will come to the KF is from the religious groups, but on the 

other if you look at all my teachings I have always respected the prophets, when their 

conduct was correct, but never the false temple which were made by the fathers by 

abuse of sons. If you are Iranian then you are aware of the present uprising in 

Theran, we know the outcome without the interference of US or Israel in Iran. 

Because it all has come to an end at the same time. What will be the outcome after this 

for the Iranians, or this postmortem ?? fall, what they believed because it was created to 

abuse. The same as the Catholic Church and Jerusalem, and the same in other places. 

Everything is coming together perfectly it's just what we have to do. So it doesn't 

matter if you were born as a Jew in Jerusalem, Moslem or Christian in Vatican. I have 

said something very amazing to someone and I saw tears, and it will come.  (2:24). I 

said recently that the city of Vatican should be returned to Rome and it will be done 

soon. The same story as we saw in Church of England in the 1980s  ...they found out 

that not many people go to the churches anymore because they found out that we are the 

tricky guys and when they first started selling their Churches ... and found bodies of 

children from the nuns who gto pregnant. They were private companies so they had to 

call the police to investigate. Some churches they found 50 bodies of children. They 

found out it was from the adulterous behavior of the priests and nuns and the 

others. Then the Church made a law that they couldn't demolish a Church that 

they buy from them, the Church has to proved their own workers who already 

know about the adulterous business.  (2:26).   

... then the whole thing collapses. The same will go through the other religions because 

they'll see their own conduct. I am not attacking any religion. Where did the vow of 

silence come from, it's not in any holy book. It only applies to women in the Catholic 

Church because  (2:28). of the nuns who gto pregnant. How could they be a sister and 

get pregnant. So she takes a vow of silence until the child is born and then she comes 

back out. This is where it came from. ... the abuse and the hiding of the lie of the abuse 

has brought the "vow of silence" and now it's open. An unbalanced condition creates 

problems, when a man is created to create and then he is told he can't do it (sex), 

but still the body has for millions of years procreated. It's like deciding to become 

a vegetarian when my body is used to meat then I can damage myself. It's the same 

with the body of a man who is produced to reproduce. It's written that, I made thy 

to make children that they may love me. How can a man who is created to love, to 

appreciate the presence of the soul which created it, now is told it can't create. You 

can't stop the process, it's still the same love affair, love for another, so it creates a 

false condition of homosexuality and child abuse and a vow of silence. All created 

out of lies which Moses was commanded not to do. We can tear the Catholic Church 



apart in such an easy way that they will do it to themselves. I promise you one thing, I 

will return the stones of Vatican back to the Coliseum.  (2:30). Because it's better to 

abuse the physicality then the STM which is the source of physicality, then you can stop 

it. It's the same with all the religions, which is the point of weakness of the man, for he 

has created it himself. He had no choice because he couldn't understand it. When you 

are on an island and the hurricane comes and you know what it does and how long 

it takes to cross, then you sacrifice a virgin. Now we have satellites and know when 

it will come to be ready and so we don't need to sacrifice because we know it's a 

natural process. Which one was correct, the sacrificing the virgin or now 

understanding the actual weather forecast. A lack of knowledge created the abuse. 

Now we understand more why should we sacrifice a virgin. I take man into space to be 

equal to others in the U that he can't be abused. The abuse doesn't come from the 

others abusing you, it's you who abuse your souls because you go and believe in 

everything else, the guy didn't say I am the god or the priest, he showed you a new 

revelation, a new way, and because you abuse yourself you made him a god. It is us 

who creates these images, and not the images that create us.  (2:32). Now you tell 

me is it Mandela, Diana, John Paul or Hitler? From where I stand, to me, John Paul 

created more crime then Hitler, he didn't touch the children the fresh soul, but he knew 

and he allowed it to happen, the same with the present Pope. The same with the other 

religions. When I talked about President of US announcing Jerusalem as a new center 

for US, who was the loudest opposition, the Moslems who want to be there and the 

Catholic Church who is claiming it illegal, why it's your home you are claiming it. 

How come they claim it as theirs and you yours but they can't claim it as theirs, because 

you are claiming it, or are they all the same. And have they all cheated humanity, those 

who were available to be cheated. It's not the message of the Messengers, it's the abuse 

of the followers, which is the pain, but don't forget the followers have done exactly what 

the Messengers have done. Cut of the same piece of cloth, the soul accepts to the same 

elevation of the level  (2:34). of the prophet ?? themselves.  Those of you who ofllow 

the KF in time to come you'll carry the soul of the universe, so there will be no abuse. 

Because you enligthen to the level of the strength of your own soul and nobody else's. 

People will understand very soon when we speak. The question is what is going to be 

the reaction of humanity. We saw in Austria some years ago that 90% of the people 

used to go to Church. When the child abuse by the priests opened up, at the moment 

they are talking about less then 10% going to church, they lost their faith in faith. Soon 

we'll see the same when the truth and reality come out across all the faiths of how they 

have abused.  And how collectively in the background they collaborated to keep the 

status quo but they lost. The reason is because I have changed the time and it is the 

wishes of my soul, the freedom of the total soul of the man that it can join the UC. 

Within me there is more then all the priests and churches, mosques and synagogue 

put together and every other one. Because I am the giver and they are takers, and 

in giving I will change. It's the mistake I made with Moses and the ones before him 

and I am putting it right.  (2:36). And nobody else can do, it was my mistake. I 

trusted the STM, a weak man.    (2:37). Alzar tells her life story.   (2:58).  (3:03). 

What is important to all of us is not where and what the condition of the environment 

we are born in, but what we learn and what we expect and what we ofllow. I was born 

very much like you and not far from where you were born, in a house where I saw the 

conflict of religions. My Jewish family couldn't eat at the same table as my Islamic 

family. I was taught the principle of Bahai faith and in the end I came not to rebel 

but to see that it was another path of abuse. It's us who decides to what extent we 

want to go. I sat and I watched my Moslem uncles by accident turning up at the 



house where my Jewish cousins were, and they washed their dishes or hands 10 

times because they touched a Jew. I witnessed this at age 6. I asked my mom what are 

they doing. (3:05). She said, because we are Jewish background they wash their plates 7 

times that it is clean and not touched by a Jew. ... I never understood that if my mom is 

a Jew and they invite us to eat, then why go through all this vigorous washing to be 

clean, then don't invite us, or don't do all these stupid things. My father used to say, 

it's for them to mature. It doesn't mean that because she is my cousin I can't love 

her or be here because of out childhood, but I love your mom and she comes from 

Jewish background, and for love of both I take them both. I became aware of the 

conflict in religion at a very young age. Then I saw more abuse, I watched many times 

mullahs who came and took their frock off and became normal people, because they 

didn't want to be mullahs, or teach because they couldn't see the light. ... I realized that 

man of faith is the STM and not the man himself. ... My father said, they don't even 

know why they exist in that frock. Then we saw the change during the revolution.  

(3:07). Many people just put the frock on as a path to earn to do what they wanted to do. 

I have respect for all of the religions, because at the end of the day I brought the 

religions what they came to be later on. But it is for us to understand , I married a 

Catholic and I watched the same abuse, then it became more and more with 

Caroline the fallacy of the abuse has different names. I call one faith as sexual 

abuse, one as physical, and another as psychological, and all of the religions have 

found a way to abuse the man, of the STM in dimension of physicality. The sooner 

we open our eyes that behind all of them that they are all one, and that was the first 

message given to Moses. There is only one Creator. Very soon we'll see them all come 

together, the peace on this planet has started because it is our wish. We have to 

realize that the strength of wanting to be peaceful is much stronger then those who 

want to be the intermediary between the STM and the physical life of the man that 

wants to be peaceful. These (temples) will be turned over, in the coming time. What 

are we going to do with all these temples, properties.  (3:09). churches, mosques and 

synagogues. Don't forget they didn't pay taxes because they're nonprofits and they 

bought as much land as they could, and the have been given through the fear of 

getting a better position in heaven, by those who are weak in character. What are 

we going to do with all these properties that will become available? Are we going to 

make a nation by nation decision or do it as One Nation. What are we going to do with 

all these properties that have been collected by abuse in the name of religion?  It 

runs into a percentage of the total assets in the world that are held by those who used the 

name of the faiths and the abuses over centuries. What we see is the collective abuse 

of our grandparents and great-grandparents, etc. One thing the EC and UC have 

to thing about is what are we going to do with all this wealth that has been 

collected over centuries pennies by pennies from our ancestors, how is it going to 

be shared. And the gold that was taken in Philippines and South America and 

bought as shares in the New York and London. There has to consensus and to find a 

total solution for the financial ?? of our ancestors in the dimension of the abuse of the 

soul of them and of our soul.  (3:11). .. how are we going to solve it .. what about the 

properties that were given to these abusers ... then we'll see only one alternative and that 

is One Nation. We have all invested in New York and we all have to be benefited by it. 

There are a number of positions coming up and dilemma that arising very fast. 

Palestinians and Jews are of the same blood, Christians and Jews of same blood. How to 

correct all of these. A lot of people will oppose  (3:13). the end of the faith as we see 

it because they are afraid of the abuses of the past which will be opened up. The 

only thing left is to forgive. we have no choice because it's not one abusing the other, 



we all have abused each other at the same time together in one way or another. We 

referred to the other one not to show us. To become One Nation we need to close our 

eyes to a lot of wrong doing of ourselves and our forefathers, and a lot of abuse that has 

been done in the name of the Creator by the those who could see us as weak. I attended 

Fabio's funeral we were absolutely shocked, the priest limited the time of this beautiful 

soul to only 1 hour, was the soul of this boy so worthless or was the priest for hire, or 

has it become a business in how we can rob in the name of God. In the end it is us. We'll 

change into One Nation this year it will take shape and the coming time and it will force 

us to change these things. The only alternative   (3:15). left is a compromise somewhere 

that, we were stupid enough to let them abuse us and our forefathers, but in a way the 

ones who abused us is part of us.  .. these priests and mullahs are not born to be, they 

are the product of the environment that we have created. Becoming One Nation is not 

just teaching the soul the understanding of how to exist, it's to understand how much we 

need to compromise, to close the doors of the past with the knowledge and not to leave 

things behind the door, but knowing what ?? ?? and start to live in a new house. I have 

been to Vatican and  I have felt the pain. The funny thing is all these religious people 

are aware of what they are abusing, the only thing is they don't want to admit the level 

of abuse. As a priest once said to me, I am not a child molester I don't abuse children. I 

said to him, but you abuse the STM, it is the same rape.  (3:17). the position with us and 

the change of new technology will bring up the new One Nation, One Planet. We have 

to do a lot of work and have the strength to see that the time has come for change 

through the conduct of the STM and not the physicality. I watch many revolutions, 

many things are happening at this moment around the world and I see how it has 

changed compared to the past, and I see how much man's maturity is leading to it. 

We are becoming mature and more aware of , but now the physical awareness has 

to lead to awareness of the STM and then opening of the UC to man. Will man 

mature in a night or in another thousand years. Would those who mature have to wait 

for totality or (if) we become part of the totality becomes (will the totality) mature 

faster. All of it. It depends on us and the human race. Today I taught you how to feed 

yourself. I know many of you will start doing it and see. Start with one taste, 

vision, understanding and then when you achieve that one go to the next one. Start 

understanding the operation of your soul and the physicality in respect to the soul, 

and operate through the soul of physicality, which is the heart and the lung, to give to 

the soul of the humanity, or your own body, that by giving it creates a new position.  

(3:19). From now on when you eat, don't think of it as an orange or a potato, think 

of the soul elevation of what I can give to the soul of myself, using the soul of 

physicality to convert it to the soul elevation of your own soul. This was the 

purpose for teaching you about Star Formation (SF) and the MaGrav systems. This 

is the reason I teach this way because the common man can understand. Some of you 

got touched by having a free energy system, I even gave you the free energy system but 

you don't see it. You looked for a medical application, I gave you one. Every man that 

lives and has heard of the KF can live without any pain for the rest of your life or 

any diseases, but understand the essence of the teaching, work through your soul 

and not through the physicality to touch the soul of the physicality. At least start by 

working through the soul of the physicality to change the physical condition. As a man 

we suffer, it's a part of physicality because the interaction of the fields are so much, 

when you walk through your own home your body continually has to interact with 

every field, the chair, the table,  every cell on the carpet, on the spoon and 

everything else, it is a continuous battle when living in an Inertial conversion 

environment. Whereas in deep space it's not so much a battle, there your cells don't 



need elevation, that's why you last and live longer. This is the problem with living in an 

enforced environment,  (3:21). in space we still have all the same fields but it is open to 

what we want to take, it's not encaged. When you are encaged you have to give and 

take, when look at your aura and you see all sorts of colors, these colors are not 

coming out of your body because the chair wants this one and the bed that one and 

the frig wants something else and it depends on where the frig and the freezer are 

(located) then your aura is different because they pull on you. And the one who 

wants to abuse it (Feng Shiu), says oh, 'put something there or their is something wrong 

with the liver'. But did he take the same picture where the frig and freezer were behind 

you when you were giving and taking. We have to start opening our eyes in a bigger 

dimension in the totality and then we'll start seeing and we'll become in charge of our 

own physical dimension, then we can travel the span of the U. I promise you that I 

didn't come here with a spaceship, I came through the STM. Nobody landed 

anywhere, but we traveled the space of the U through the expansion and need of 

the STM. Try to understand the teachings from now on in depth and not just by the 

words. The teaching from now on will become very intensive but it is what is 

needed to go through the evolution of the change to be able to travel the spans of 

the U. We'll still make the Gans', spaceships and everything else, but if you are a real 

entity (wanting to be an entity) of the UC, I have given you all the knowledge, it is your 

choice.  (3:23). Would you like to go by donkey or jumbo jet, or now a spaceship, or 

travel through the STM. You choose according to your intelligence, but at least this 

time you can't be abused. Let's call it a day. Try to understand more about the totality, 

the soul, the physicality and the operation of the systems and the knowledge of the 

creation, and all of the teaching from the past time. 2018 is the time for the maturity 

of the man and we have started it and it's for you to expand your horizon and not for us 

to push you, because if I push you and say this is what it is, then we'll create another 

term. If it is done by you, you decide when and how of what you want to take from 

it. Thank you for today and hopefully we'll meet on the 206th teaching next week. But 

be ready for a change and to see a lot of changes on the international scene because we 

have wished for it and because of it, it will be achieved.   (3:25).  

 


